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Notes to Catalogue 154
Here is another of these very popular catalogues of unusual Churchill material. What you will NOT find here 
are the standard first editions, or books about Churchill, although there are several scarce speech pamphlets by 
Churchill. I used to produce these catalogues at least once a year, but the supply of vintage Churchill memora-
bilia has seriously dried up. 

I have acquired a large collection that was assembled over 20+ years and you will see several very scarce items 
that have appeared in my catalogues over the years. Examples include the caricalendar and the playing card 
artwork. 

Much of this is not expensive. "ere are 62 items priced at $50.00 or less. And nearly all of this is material you 
will not see elsewhere, although you may find some in NYC at far higher prices.

 Shipping is extra, at cost, although light paper items will be sent first class in the US at no charge.  I am always 
willing to ship abroad, but anything weighing more than 4 pounds can be very expensive. "ere are several very 
heavy items- the solid lead bust and the bound volumes on the back page come to mind Your satisfaction is 
important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason. Payment accepted by cheque ( $ or £), 
Visa, MasterCard, or Paypal

115 THE COLLECTED WORKS & ESSAYS 38 volumes in full red 
leather
The Collected Works of Sir Winston Churchill was published by The Library of 
Imperial History in 1974 in a limited edition of 3000 sets. Originally produced in 
full white vellum, decorated in 22 ct gold, the binders in Cornwall later produced 
a small number of sets in full red leather. I was heavily involved at the time and 
can state that the exact number of such sets is unknown, it is certainly less than 50. 
Using the same tooling and craftsmen, these red sets are just like the vellum sets 
except for the binding and slipcases which are now red. We used good skins and 
these will age far better than the vellum sets which all eventually brown. This is a 
38 volume set which also includes the 4 additions volumes of The Collected Essays. 
Books and slipvcases all seem unused and like new, unfaded, unmarked. Lovely 
Grub! $17500.00
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1 Churchill receives Freedom of Portsmouth
programme & ticket

!e 4 page leaflet presents the programme for the ceremony at 
South Parade Pier on 11th December 1950. Also included is a 
ticket for entry.   $80.00

2 Small 1941 Diary Calendar

Calendar provides only one line per day for notes, most of the book
is quotes from speeches by Churchill and other leaders. Only 2.25 x
3.25 ins.   $20.00

3 Churchill receives Freedom of Deal 1951

!is is the programme for Churchill being presented the keys to the
city of Deal, on the Kent coast between Dover and Ramsgate,  near
Sandwich, one of the Cinque ports, but no longer on the sea. 4 
pages plus card covers  $50.00

4 Foreign Policy: A Seroies of Extracts from
Ministerial Speeches and Declarations on

A series of extracts from Ministerial Speeches and Declarations on 
Foreign Affairs. Includes 2 full pages of Churchill’s speech at 
Sheffield on October 30, 1912, speaking on the situation in 
Europe. 5 x 8 inches, 24 pages. Woods Db30, Cohen D24 Clean 
copy, from bound volume. A copy of this was bid to £537.00 
($1032.00) at Sothebys in 2002 $75.00

5 Vanity Fair print of !e Fourth Party by
SPY

An original Vanity Fair print from 1880. It shows Lord Randolph
Churchill and his 3 colleagues. !is caricature is reproduced in 
colour at page 168 in Churchill's biography of his father.    Size 10
x 15 inches. Previously framed, some faint stains in top margin, 
includes additional pages of text.  $75.00

6 Irish Home Rule

!is publishes Churchill’s controversial speech at Belfast on 
February 8th, 1912. Size 5 x 8 inches, 16 pages.  !is copy roughly
disbound with ragged left edge, traces of stamp or number removed
on inside of front wrap. $150.00

7 Statement showing the present and new rates
of pay for the Royal Navy and Royal Marines

!is 10 page government report is foolscap size, bound with string.
!e introduction is by the First Lord, W.S.C. and so this is a new 
find in Cohen and listed as B11. scarce.  $75.00

8 Complete set of Conservative Annual
Conference Reports

Here are the 7 conference reports which publish Churchill's 
speeches, being 1947-54, 68th through 74th Annual Conferences.
Woods mentions 48-49-50 in Section Db.   $100.00

9 Sir Winston Churchill Champion of
Freedom

Ike’s moving tribute to his wartime colleague as broadcast over the
BBC during the funeral. Published as a 12 page pamphlet in a 
edition of 200 by this fine press publisher . 7.5 x 8.5 iinches, sewn 
binding. !is is larger and nicer than the Overbrook version 
(Z257b) Scarce, of course. Very good, two tiny rust spots on front 
cover $150.00

10 Enamelled steel plate with Churchill and
speech quote

!is heavy steel plate is 8 x 10 inches, enamelled in 3 colors on 
yellow base, this is modern production.  $10.00
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11 Harold Mortlake & Co. Catologue 132-
Winston Churchill

A copy of the legendary Mortlake Catalogue, produced by Harold
Mortlake, a Cecil Court bookseller, in the 1960's. It lists over 1500
items of Churchill books and related ephemera. Now very scarce 
and in demand. !e unanswered question is where did all this 
material go??? A very useful reference to books about Churchill as it
lists many peripheral titles not in Redburn or Woods.   $75.00

12 Large 10 x 12 Studio portrait signed by
Vivienne

!is is the well known studio portrait by Vivienne of London, 
showing Churchill seated in a chair with a white oval behind him.
!is was likely Churchill's favourite as he seems to have used this 
for years as a gift to colleagues and servants. Signed on the mount 
by Vibienne. !e photo is 10 x 12 inches, on a 12 x 15 inch card 
mount with the studio stamp on the back.  $700.00

13 Double deck in box of 1943 Worshipful cards

!e special decks of cards issued each year by the Worshipful 
Company of  Makers  of Playing Cards has featured Churchill 
twice- in 1943 and 1955. !ese 1943 cards are far scarcer and show
Churchill receiving the Freedom of the City of London in June. 
Here is a 2 deck set of both red and blue deck. !e cards have been
used and show wear and handling. !e decks in a dark green 
leatherette box with the Worshipful logo stamped in gold, now 
dulled.  $75.00

14 !e Spirit of Britain wartime postcard

!is colourful wartime card features Churchill’s “Never Surrender”
speech with arms of the principal Dominions and Colonies. !is is
an original, not the repros being sold on ebay. Produced by 
Valentine's. Clean, unused card.  $30.00

15 Cohen Weenan Boer War Churchill card in
colour

!is very early cigarette card c. 1901 is the earliest I know of having
a colour portrait. !is superb example very clean.  $90.00

16 British Victory Parade Berlin 21st July 1945

!is 8 page leaflet appears locally printed and gives details of the 
order of march and arrangements for !e Prime Minister. !e only
one of these I have seen.  $50.00

17 Cross stitch kit of Churchill painting Hoe
Farm

!is kit produces a 17 x 14 finished image and includes needle, 
fabric, and thread with detailed instructions. Who even knew this 
existed?  $40.00

18 Italian propaganda postcard showing FRD
and WSC shooting children

Shows the two gangsters with smoking guns. Believed to be a 
reprint of a wartime poster.  $30.00

19 Belgian postcard with oil painting of
Churchill

Card features a portrait of WSC by Louis Marechal, a French artist
1884-1971. Card unused.   $25.00

20 Deck of wartime playing cards- !e Big
Four

Here is a wartime deck of cards from Universal Playing card Co. of
Leed. !ey feature a V theme over portrsits of the Big Four leaders
and the slogan United We Stand. I count 52 cards in well worn 
original package. See Hall p. 102.  $50.00
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21 Wartime Churchill bulldog playing cards

!ese cards produced by Universal Playing Card Co. Ltd, wartime
product. backs show bulldog, Union flag, and Churchill. !is deck
is 56 cards- the usual 52, 2 jokers, 2 bridge scoring cards. Only 
slightly used, crisp and clean.  $55.00

22 Vintage Christmas Card Conservative
Association

!e front cover shows a familiar photo of Churchill in the Cabinet
Room. Signed by Chairman and an MP. Undated, probably late 
40s.  $25.00

23 Bright belgian ww2 postcard

!is card has the appearance of an old chromolithograph, has 
Churchill in front of flag. Very strong colours, some stains on back.
States Printed in Belgium.  $40.00

24 V for Victory postcard

!is charming card in full colour made by Valentine's. You ask 
what is our aim? Card is postally used with 1942 cancel on 2 x 1d 
stamps.  $75.00

25 Rota Mr. Churchill's Victory Lion

A charming pamphlet from 1947 about a zoo lion presented to 
Churchill during the war. Includes photos of Churchill feeding 
Rota ( a steak, not a Socialist). 5.5 x 8.5 ins, 28 pp, photos. Good 
fun! Covers worn and stained.  $30.00

26 1944 Calendar with Churchill and Roosevelt

!is wartime advertising calendar from Hashville is badly worn 
with corners flaked off due to very brittle cardboard.  $35.00

27 Good Voyage Churchill, 1941 Admiralty
Christmas Card

Front of card features a color drawing of  the Battleship Prince of
Wales showing a flag hoist of  Good Voyage. Churchill. !is 
occurred on the way back from the Atlantic Charter meeting in 
1941 as the warship passed a convoy, whose ships all answered with
a hoist of V ( for Victory). Churchill Centre members will 
recognize this image from a  recent cover of Finest Hour 115  
$24.00

28 Roosevelt et Churchill Textes et Discours
1938-1944

!is 96 page pamphlet is printed on newsprint, 5.5 x 8.25 inches, 
text in French. !is is a section A item in Cohen A190. Cover 
loose, some browning and edge wear.  $24.00

29 WW1 era postcard with flag in colour

!is very bright card features the familiar Reg Haines photo 
surrounded by a red and blue Union flag. From Valentines Men of
the Moment series. !is card clean and bright, postally used wuth 
1/2d stamp, cancel looks like 1915.  $40.00

30 Wartime Anglo-American friendship jigsaw
puzzle

!is creates an image of WSC and FDR surrounded by ships, p
[lanes, etc. In worn original box, not tested for completeness. See 
Hall p. 87. Very scarce.  $60.00
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31 Colourful wartime booklet on !e Atlantic
Charter

!is small booklet is only 2.5 x 4 inches, 16 pages in card covers. 
Front cover fearures the two leaders with re-white-blue flags. Inside
are details on the meeting and the text of the Charter. Very bright,
no wear.  $20.00

32 Britannia Rules the waves postcard

!is colorful postcard shows Churchill and Britannia with flags, 
ships, etc.  Produced in Belgium, unused card. Lovely vintage card.
$50.00

33 Wedgwood Portrait Medallion of Churchill.

!is oval blue jasper medallion measures just over 3 x 4 inches. 
!ere were two issues. A white border issue in 1974 (see Hall p. 66)
and the far scarcer 1965 issue issued framed with a black velvet 
background, frame size is 6.5 x 8 inches. !e back of the frame has
a circular hole allowing one to see the back of the medallion with 
the Wedgwood logo and the name of the artist- Arnold Machin, 
best known for his portrait of HM the Queen used for many years
on the basic postage stamps.  $600.00

34 Words of Wisdom, by Hallmark Cards

!is is a portfolio of 12 portraits of the great man and women of 
history, supplied in a hardcover portfolio that comes in a box with a
clear plastic top, like greeting cards. !e portarits are about 9 x 12 
inches and each ahs a quote at the bottom- Churchill tells us to 
Never Give In! All is clean and like new.   $50.00

35 Colourful Belgian card LE VAINQUEUR

!is bright postcard celebrates the Victor, Churchill, descendant of
the Duke of Marlborough. Has UK and Belgian flags behind 
Churchill  $60.00

36 Churchill's 80th Birthday Fund Appeal

!is time capsule from 1954 consists of an envelope from Lord 
Moynihan, a page leaflet soliciting donations, a small flyer 
reprinting letters between WSC and Moynihan, and a facsimilke 
signed letter from Churchill ( people pay over $200 for these 
online) all as new, having spent 60 years in the envelope  $75.00

37 Cast aluminum Victory Bell

These Victory bells were cast from metal 
salvaged from shot-down enemy airplanes. 
Sold in aid of the RAF Benevolent Fund, has
portraits of the big three around the body
of the bell, and V symbol on the handle. 
See Hall p. 175, about 6 inches tall.  $75.00

38 Ashtray made from stone of bombed House
of Commons

Using stone from the House of Commons damaged by Nazi 
bombs, items were made for sale with a lead medal of Churchill 
inset into them. Many of you have seen the book ends so produced,
but there were also ashtrays such as this. Octagonal. about 5 inches
across. !is one is far cleaner than most I have seen, never used for
smoking.  $275.00

39 Wedgwood blue jasper Churchill cufflinks

!ese were produced for the 1974 Centenary. !e Churchill 
portrait is by Machin.  Always in demand. See Hall p. 60.  $150.00

40 Churchill Centenary silver goblet

!is hallmarked silver goblet made by Toye, Kenning & Spencer in
a limited edition of 500, this is no. 424. Stands about 4.5 inches 
high, raised portrait of Churchill, weighs about 140 g. Last one I 
had sold for 400.00 in 2008.   $250.00
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41 Wedgwood blue jasper Churchill Medallion
1974

!is ceramic is about 4.4 inches high, has a white border unlike the
1965 issue. Supplied in its original hinged fitted case, all inside 
original shipping box, this is no. 877 of 1000.  $300.00

42 ICS logo Churchill cufflinks

!ese gold tone cufflinks feature the ICS V logo against a black 
background. !e International Churchill Society produced these 
may years back. !e Churchill Centre no longer uses this logo.  
$75.00

43 Silver plated Churchill bookmark

!is thin silver plated bookmark in the shape of a standing 
Churchill stands about 4.5 inches high. I have seen a few of these 
over the years including some amazing prices on ebay.  $24.00

44 Solid lead bust of Churchill

!is bust follows is of a standard form but 12 inches and cast in 
solid lead, it weighs a back breaking 46.5 lbs., so shipping is extra 
on this.   $250.00

45 Caricature of Churchill by Fred May, 1932

!is plate was published in the June 9, 1932 issue of !e National
Graphic, image size 8 x 9.5 ins. Very bright. 11 others available if 
you want them. A seldom seen classic, last one I had sold for 90.00
back in 2002.  $100.00

46 !e Ceremonies in Honor of the Rt Hon
Winston Spencer Churchill.

During his USA visit in 1943, Churchill received an honorary 
degree at Harvard. !is publishes the two speeches he made along
with some introductory material. 20 pages 7 x 9 inches.In off white
card covers with arms in color. Cohen A186, Woods D(b)59 As 
new in envelope from Harvard addressed to Wybrow $100.00

47 !e Churchill Plate by Spode

One of the most beautiful of Churchill ceramics, this 10.5 inch 
plate. Rich plum ground, lots of gold, photo surrounded by garter.
!is plate, no. 2657, come in the makers fitted silk lined box .See
Hall p. 151 for huge full page photo.   $50.00

48 !e Churchill Calendar 1967 from Hallmark

!is calendar features 6 of Churchill's paintings. Each page also has
a quotation and details about the painting. 12 x 13.5 inches, spiral
bound at top edge.  As new, still in original white envelope. $35.00

49 Wartime advertising poster of Churchill
from Weston's Biscuits

!is sepia tone portrait of Churchill is printed on buff card stock, 
overall 10 x 12.5 ins. With quotes from WSC and FDR beneath. 
Clean, undamaged original.  $75.00

50 Signed photo of Churchill

!is is a print of a painting of Churchill, signed by Churchill on 
the image to lower right. It is framed and taped to the back of the 
frame is a secretarial letter from 1950  returning picture "signed as 
requested." Overall size 13 x 15.5 inches.   $3000.00
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51 Churchill silhouette pendant w sterling silver
frame, chain

!is is just over one inch in diameter. I have no details on the 
origins of this.  $35.00

52 VIP Commissioning book of USS Winston
Churchill

Many have seen the normal softcover booklet for the commisioning
ceremony in 2001. But a limited number were bound in blue 
hardcovers for the VIPs. 9 x 11.5 ins., great photo of Mary Soames
christening the ship. Fine condition.  $35.00

53 Consecutive pair of Churchill Centenary
silver goblets

!ese hallmarked silver goblets made by Toye, Kenning & Spencer
in a limited edition of 500, here is 141-142. Stands about 4.5 
inches high, raised portrait of Churchill, each weighs about 140 g.
$500.00

54 Article on Fulton Speech in Missouri
Historical Review

!is 20 page article appears in the April 1984 issue, and includes 
40 photos, with detailed captions. Lots of new information plus a 
bibliography. Clean, unworn.  $15.00

55 Britain's Memorial to Franklin Roosevelt

Softcover, 8 x 10.5 ins, 20 pages, photos. !is book issued to help 
raise funs for the memorial to FDR which now stands in Grosvenor
Square. It publishes Churchill’s comments in the Commons upon 
the second reading of the bill on the Memorial. Cohen D119. A 
bright VG example of this scarce title. No names or writing.  
$75.00

56 Wartime cardboard cut-out of Churchill
standing

!is cardboard display calendar is from 1941. !e calendar pad is
used leaving only December. 6.75 x 9.25 inches, strut on rear so it 
stands on table. Genuine wartime ephemera.  $65.00

57 Churchill on the cover of TIME 1925

Here is the second appearance of Churchill on the cover of TIME,
11 May, 1925. Without question, these two 1920’s TIME covers 
are the most valuable of any Churchill cover. Exceptionally clean, 
no rust on staples.  cqw $250.00

58 Set of 6 Churchill teaspoons in sterling silver

!ese spoons are about 4.75 inches, with image of Churchill, Prime
Minister, fully hallmarked sterling. In fitted lined presentation box
7.5 x 6 inches. See Hall p. 161.  $200.00

59 Warime Patriotic postcard in colour

!is card includes Churchill's quote about !e Few, Us and 
Commonwealth flags, fighter plane, etc. Very bright, unused card.
$45.00

60 !e Smoking Statesman, novelty figure of
Churchill

!is crude wartime toy is about 3 inches tall, comes in its original 
box.  $35.00
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61 1959 General Election Poster- Woodford
Division

An original election poster from the General Election of 1959, 
promoting Churchill for the Woodford Division, which he won of
course. 9 x 15 ins., clean, one corner creased/ !e last one of these I
had was in 2000 from the Dal Newfield Collection.  $200.00

62 *

!is print is signed in pencil by the artist A.J. Bard. Image size 6 x
7.5 ins, overall 10 x 12 inches, pub by Imperial Fine Art 
Emporium, London. A few small brown spots.  $50.00

63 Churchill glass plaque paperweight by R.
Strand

Circular glass 5.5 inch diameter 1 inch thick, Churchill etched in 
bottom. !is is no. 609 of 5000. !e artist is R. (Rune) Strand, 
noted Swedish glass etcher.  $40.00

64 Postcard of Hoe Farm signed by Mary
Soames

!is b/w postacrd showing the 1920s residence of Churchill is 
inscribed to Wybrow (the current T-shirt holder) by Maty Soames 
in 1989.  $10.00

65 Metropolitan Police manual for Churchill
Funeral

Operations manual issued by !e Metropolitan Police for 
Churchill's funeral. Am incredibly detailed document that was 
obviously prepared well in advance as it was issued on 26th January.
It includes specifics on  assignments by street and duty, closures, 
parking plans, military arrangements, the Police Band, and so on. 
55 pages in blue card covers, 7.5 x 11 inches. Unusual, authentic 
memorabilia. Includes the 4 page leaflet given to each PC.  $250.00

66 Verantwortung (air drop leaflet)

Produced by the Political Warfare Executive, includes excerpts from
Churchill speeches in response to comments by Nazi leaders. see 
Woods a71/1page 382 . tape repair to one corner  $25.00

67 !e Battle of the Atlantic is being lost!

Nazi air drop propaganda leaflet, probably 1941. Worn, torn,
folded, browned. Text in English, same on both sides. 5.5 x 8 
inches  $40.00

68 Mehr als 1000 Bomber auf einmal eingesetzt

Air drop leaflet from June 1942  boasting of the 1000 bomber raid
on cologne on May 31st. 8.5 x 10.5 ins., printed in red and black. 
Some wrinkles and folds.  $40.00

69 L'Amerique est entree en action

Air drop leaflet in French with Roosevelt's declaration at the White
House press dinner on 15 March. 4 pages, with filing hole, a fine 
file copy.  $25.00

70 1950 Election Address and letter

 A mounted pair consisting of a form letter to a constituent 
thanking them for help in the 1950 General Election along with 
the pamphlet of Churchill's election address (Cohen A249), the 
pair mounted with photo triangles on mat board, ready for framing.
$350.00
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71 Churchill reception in Paris 19/11/44

!is is the 19 Nov 1944 Bulletin Municipal Officiel de la Ville de
Paris, an 8 page newspaper, cover story is the Churchill ceremony at
l'Hotel de Ville (City Hall). Paper browned, otherwise clean. 
Genuine wartime item  $40.00

72 Large Churchill memorial plaque by Frank
Kovacs

!is plaque is about 5.2 ins diameter, cast in a silver colored metal.
!e background is painted brown and is chipping off. !e info I 
received with this indicates it dates from 1949. Kovacs is best 
known for his design of the 1965 Spink Churchill medal.  ().  
$75.00

73 Black Jasper Medallion Portrait by Elliott

!is raised relief portrait is modelled by J. Bromley and made by G.
W. Elliot of Stoke in an edition of 2000, this no. 25. As issued in 
frame and shipping box. 7 x 8 ins. Very scarce, not in Hall.  ().  
$200.00

74 Man of the Age poster and poem

A poem of 14 quartets written by Arnold Rieck on a poster 
featuring Union flag and White Ensign with "V" and drawing of 
Churchill. Printed red, blue and black on heavy card stock. 12 x 10
inches. No date but probably 1965 at the time of the funeral.   
$50.00

75 Churchill on cover Penny Pictorial  1915

Churchill strides across the cover of the 1915 pulp magazine, with 
topper and stick.  $30.00

76 Royal Naval Division cartoon greeting card
1916

!is card has a 1917 calendar inside, front shows sailors floating 
along a flooded trench in France 1916. !e Royal Naval Division
was formed by Churchill to use sailors as infantry. Superb 99 rear 
old item.  $50.00

77 Churchill Christmas card

!e card features the well-known portrait of Churchill by Frank 
Salisbury. Inside there is a printed Christmas greeting, and then a 
signature by the sender. Undated, but seems 1940s  $20.00

78 original artwork for Belgian playing cards

Created during the First World War, this King of Spades layout 
shows the First Lord of the Admiralty smoking a cigar and holding
a warship. Done in 6 colours on buff cardstock, 7 x 12 inches. !is
would later be photographically reduced and used for the actual 
printing of the deck of cards. I sold this before in 2000.  $175.00

79 Planning Victory, !e Quebec Conference
1943.

An illustrated report on the Quebec Conference, published by the
National Film Board of Canada, 9 x 12 inches, 48 pages on glossy 
paper. Lots of photos of Winston, Clementine, Mary, FDR, other 
leaders. !ose who attended the 2005 Churchill conference will 
recognize many of the locations.   $75.00

80 Churchill on the cover of !e Young Man
Magazine 1908

familiar portrait of the President of the Board of Trade on this 
October 1908 issue and article about Churchill by P. Whitwell 
Wilson. Worn with tape aloing spine.  $25.00

8
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81 Auction of Churchill's London home in 1965

!is 20 page brochure produced by the estate agents selling 
Churchill's home at 28 Hyde Park Gate. LOts of photos show the 
interior in detail. !is is a 80s reproduction by ICS  $20.00

82 Churchill and Gibraltar

 A 16 page with wraps booklet 8.3 x 10.3 inches printed with 
red/yellow highlights. It appears to be using quotations from 
Second World War to make political statements about the status of
Gibraltar. I can find no mention of this in Redburn, Woods, 
Zoller, or any catalogues. Very scarce  $60.00

83 Churchill on the cover of Collier's 1901

!e cover drawing shows a young Lt. Churchill as a prisoner at 
Pretoria. !is is a large magazine, nearly 16 inches tall. Very clean,
removed from a bound volume  $40.00

84 !e Caricalendar for 1929.

Each month has a caricature and rhyme about a different 
personality. !ere is Baldwin, MacDonald, DLLG, Austen C., and
of course, Winston, the man for April. Each leaf is stiff card, 7 x 9.5
inches, printed in full colour, all bound with cord through two 
holes at the top. Fine, clean, unworn. A very attractive original 
item.   $100.00

85 Sales brochure for 11 Morpeth Mansions

As many of you know, Churchill's London house during the 1930s
was this one close to Parliament. !is is a modern high quality 8 
page brochure with numerous colour photos of the interior and a 
pic of the blue plaque.  $40.00

86 Prospectus for the Churchill Centenary
Medals

!is posh leaflet offers the sets of 24 silver medals that were issued 
in the form of a large book, onionskin covers, 8 pages A4 size.  
$15.00

87 Churchill Warned: 1966 Election poster

!is 10 x 8 inch poster repeats a warning given by Churchill. 
Wybrow's notes indicate this was produced by the Hampshire 
Conservative Assn. for the 1966 General Election.  $35.00

88 Banquet to celebrate Churchill's wedding
reception, in the same house

Programme from an Edwardian dinner in the same house where 
Churchill's wedding reception was held 97 years before. I was 
fortunate to be there along with the great and the good. Menu 
signed by Robert Hardy and a Tory cabinet minister  $20.00

89 1915 Magazine ad for Napier cars

Page froma  magazine advertising Napier cars, driven by 4 cabinet
miniters including Churchill, pictured lower right.  $15.00

90 Lord Bath's Churchill Collection

4 page leaflet describing the many facets of this collection at 
Longleat House. Undated, but the 6th Marquess died in 1992.  
$30.00
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91 University of Bristiol Gazette- Churchill
memorial issue

University of Bristol Gazette January 65, memorial booklet on 
WSC as Chancellor of Bristol University 1929-195. Includes details
of his visits, Churchill Hall, people to whom he presented honorary
degrees, and some reminiscences, 36 pp, card wraps. Fine.   $35.00

92 British Cotton Growing Association
Banquet 1908

$ page menu and programme for a banquet in manchesterincludes 
toasts and speakers incl. Winston Churchill, MP, already a Rt. 
Hon. member. Gold emblem on front, map of East Africa on back.
$75.00

93 Victory Celebrations  Programme 1946

Official Programme of the Victory Celebrations, 8th June 1946, 20
page pamphlet, detailed order of march, flypasts, entertainments, 
etc. From the Fiji Infantry Regiment to the Allied Commanders, 
the coal miners to !e Coldstream Guards; the likes of this will 
never be seen again.  $30.00

94 Churchill in 1907 whisky ad

32 page book in wraps entitled "Delagoa Bay and the Transvaal" 
publishes a series of articles on the politics of the port of Delagoa 
Bay in Lourenco Marques on the east coast of Africa. !e prelims 
include about 8 pages of ads, one of which has a political cartoon of
Churchill and Lord Rosebery with a caption "!at's the stuff for 
your bottle Winston my boy". Incredibly scarce and obscure.  
$20.00

95 Programme for a Mass Meeting at Luton
Hoo in 1948

!e Tories organized this mass meeting at Luton Hoo, a country 
house and park in Bedfordshire. Churchill was the principal 
speaker. 30 pages in card covers.  $20.00

96 An Open Letter to Winston Churchill

24 page religious pamphlet with blue and red card covers. Scarce. 
Not to be confused with the Chicago waiter pamphlet. Fine bright
copy. !e only one I have seen, back again after sale in 2001.  
$75.00

97 Grim and Gay, a 1946 calendar

!is calendar is arranged two weeks per page, with the rest of the 
space having quotes from Churchill speeches, tied with ribbon, 
especially clean,  $50.00

98 Come, then, let us to the task

Patriotic advertising booklet by Appleford Paper of Canada. 16 pp,
card covers, has a tipped-in photo, mostly 1940 quotes.  $40.00

99 !e Winston Story by 167 Bulleteers

Small 32 page pamphlet with prize winning responses from readers
of JOhn Bull magazine1913-1954. Scarce  $40.00

100 Parliamentary Election October, 1931

!is 4 page leaflet is Churchill’s letter to the electors of the Epping
Division of Essex seeking election as their MP.  9 x 11 inches, 
photo of Churchill on front. Not in Woods, Cohen A93.1.a.  Truly
rare. Clean, unmarked, two horizontal folds for mailing. $750.00
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101 !e Liberal Government and Naval Policy

Pamphlet of 24 pages, a spech in the House by the First Lord. 
Woods A21, Cohen A37 !is copy very clean, disbound.  $500.00

102 Churchill's speech on Palestine in 1939

Jewish Opposition to the Palestine White Paper is Reasonable is the
title of the paphlet. It inludes extracts from Churchill's speech of 23
May 1939: With Deliberation and responsibity. !e other half is a
speech by Leo Amery. Vert scarce, not in Cohen.  $400.00

103 Are Parliamnets Obsolete?, in Pearson’s June
1934

!is article is 6 pages with 3 illustrations. Stunning bright cover 
with portrait of Churchill.   $100.00

104 Churchill's first appearance on the cover of
TIME, 14 April 1923

!is is vol. I no. 7 of TIME magazine. !e first volume of THE 
WORLD CRISIS is reviewed inside. the caption under the charcoal
drawing says "I rest on the written record of my warning."  TIME
was a fledgling publication with a small circulation at this point, so
scarce barely describes this, clearly the key to a collection of 
Churchill covers. Very Good copy, some rust on staples, no edge 
wear.  $500.00

105 Propaganda leaflet from the war, text in
French.

A foldout cover of a full colour Union flag reveals a strong attack on
Churchill’s about face on the Soviets comparing his statements of 
1918 with 1943, celebrating the 25th anniversary about-face. On 
the rear is the well known photo of the gangster Churchill with his
Tommy gun. Opens to A4 size. Lovely example of Nazi anti-
Churchill propaganda.   $100.00

106 VICTORIE!- anti-British propaganda
newspaper in Dutch 1941

!is 12 page tabloid size newspaper dated August 1914 is full of 
Nazi propaganda. the front page is a large cartoon of a frighetned 
Churchill overtaking a running rabbit as he flees Crete, Dunkirk, 
and etc. Inside are lots of photos showing the slums of USA and the
heaven on earth of National Socialism. Back page has more 
cartoons with several featuring Churchill and Roosevelt. paper 
browned, slight edge wear.  $20.00

107 !e Second Great War part work

!is part work eventually ran to over 100 issues. Here is Churchill 
in a striped suit on the cover of the first part, typically the most 
difficult as it ended up on the top or bottom of piles and thus was
most prone to damage.  9 x 12 ins, 40 pages, some fading on cover,
spots on back.  $10.00

108 Winston Churchill's letters to the times 1900
to 1964

!is thin tall softcover reprints Churchill's various letters to the 
editor in 30 pages, followed by a reprint of !e Times lengthy 
obituary from 1965. Privately published in Oz, very scarce.  $40.00

109 Newspaper poster- Churchill and the
Bolsheviks

  In London, newsagents and street vendors receive these large 
posters each day to help promote that days paper. 99% of these are
discarded the next day. Undated, but likely 1970's. size 20 x 30 
inches.   $35.00

110 Newspaper poster- Churchill and Nazi peril

   In London, newsagents and street vendors receive these large 
posters each day to help promote that days paper. 99% of these are
discarded the next day. Undated, but likely 1970's. size 15 x 20 
inches.   $35.00
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 111       PICTURE POST, run of 23 bound volumes from 
the 1940s  The best way to describe Picture Post is to call it the 
British version of LIFE, same size, same content, as it even has the 
same white in red style logo. In those pre-TV days, all  the best 
photographers contributed. The page count was down during most of 
the 40s due to paper rationing, but you will find hundreds of pictures 
here not seen elsewhere. This goes from vol 8 (July 40) to vol 31 (Jul 
46) lacking vol. 20. These are plain library bindings, so not pretty, but 
the covers are bound in, so lots to see and read. $100.00 (shipping 
extra)

112  STRAND MAGAZINE This famous London literary 
journal began in 1891 and lasted until after the war. It is 
best known for the original appearance of many Sherlock 
Holmes story, and this has driven the prices for complete 
runs to five fig- ure sums. Other well known contributors 
included P.G. Wodehouse, Rudyard Kipling, C.S. Lewis, 
H.G. Wells, George Orwell, and of course, Churchill. The 
issues as published had ads at front and rear numbered 
in lower case roman numerals. these were removed 
when the contents were bound into bound volumes. A 
complete collection of ALL Churchill contributions to 
Strand from 1908 through 1940. A total of 34 articles. 
These are Woods section C numbers 35, 81, 91, 119, 156, 

157, 162, 163, 165, 166, 168, 171, 173, 177, 189, 212, 223, 282, 285, 299, 315, 336, 368, 430. All uniformly bound in 
dark green cloth with gold stamped titles on spines. Wybrow must have acquired a complete run and retained  those with 
Churchill articles. There are a total of 19 bound volumes which include a few extras with articles about Churchill. $750.00

113 THE LISTENER This is the official weekly publication 
of the BBC. Printed on newsprint, size about 9.5 x 13 inches, 50 pages, 
though some of the wartime issues had less. Please note THE LISTENER 
is not RADIO TIMES and does not have a weekly programme listing, 
the emphasis is on news related articles. The Churchill contributions 
are mostly publication of speeches and party political statements. Here 
is a run of THE LISTENER, the magazine of the BBC, which contain a 
number of C item articles and speeches by Churchill. Bound volumes 
25,26,27,28,30,31,32,33 covers Jan. 41- Dec. 42, July 3- June 45. Contains 
C 444, C445, C446, C447, C448, C449, C450, C451, C452, C454, C455, 
C459, C461, C462, C464, C465, C466, C467, C468, A vast amount of 
wartime news and information also, of course. In plain (that means ugly) 
green cloth, gilt stamped on spines, weighs over 37 pounds.  (not listed but 
also available is a comprehensive collection of individual issues)  $120.00 

114 
LIBERAL MAGAZINE This is the monthly magazine of The British 
Liberal Party. We all know that Churchill joined the Liberal Party 
1904-1924, so during those years there are numerous quotes and 
references, but not the valuable section A speech pamphlets. Those 
were in bound volumes called “Pamphlets and Leaflets” of which 
I have a good selection, but not included here. Here is a run of 
21 bound volumes of Liberal Magazine from 1906-1940, lacking 
1913-16, 1918-21. Condition varies, some well worn ar spine ends. 
You won’t find these at a yard sale. $105.00

Bound volumes sitting in my warehouse for many years


